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LESSON 1: SESSION 1
1.1 INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING
Objectives:
Identify the four main kinds of engineering
Identify which branch of engineering a specific application belongs to
Define the job of a systems engineer
Predict which jobs belong to a designer and which to an engineer
Key Terms:
Engineer
Chemical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Civil Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Systems Engineer
Designer
The Four Main Types of Engineering
Welcome to the journey of becoming an engineer. Throughout this course,
you will be asked to solve many real-life problems, and we hope you will learn that
engineering is all about using high-level thinking skills to apply high-level
knowledge to arrive at an effective solution. In short, engineering in its simplest
and purest form is problem solving, and the information provided herein and the
practical applications your teacher will guide you through, will prepare you to be
the best engineer you can be.
Let’s begin by looking at the four main categories of engineering:
1) Chemical Engineer- responsible for using, producing, and the safety of
chemicals, materials and energy sources.
Engineers in this discipline will work for the Food and Drug Administration,
provide testing and safety standards for anything from medicine to laundry
detergent, and oversee and develop production of actual chemicals.
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ENGINEERS ARE PROBLEM SOLVERS
In this lesson, students will be reading about the four main categories of engineering, and
about other kinds of engineering. The goal is for students to understand that engineers are
scientists who apply their science and math skills to solve problems and create products.
Designers assist by making the products appealing.

KEY TERMS
Engineer
An engineer is a scientist who works to solve
problems. There are many different kinds of
engineers
Mechanical Engineer
An engineer who works with machines, motors,
cars, planes, rockets, and anything that moves.
Electrical Engineer
An engineer who uses electricity to create
computers, phones, lights, and any electronic
device.
Civil Engineer
An engineer who designs bridges, skyscrapers,
and other buildings.
Chemical Engineer
An engineer who creates medicines, shampoos,
candy flavors, and other materials used by
people.

LESSON GUIDE

1.	Write the word “engineering” on the board.
Go around the room and ask each student
for the first word they think of when they
hear the word “engineering.” Write the
answers on the board.
2.	Read the textbook pages with students, ask
them to highlight the key terms with the
special highlighters provided.
3.	As you read the textbook, ask students to
identify at least two jobs for each kind of
engineer
4.	Have students work in groups to complete
the worksheet
5. Review the correct answers.

Systems Engineer
The leader of a team of engineers who work
together to create a new project.
Designer
The designer takes the device or object created
by an engineer and makes it something people
would want to buy by adding color, patterns and
design.

NGSS/NYSS CORRELATION:
3-5-ETS1-1 Engineering Design
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TEXTBOOK PAGES

DISCUSSION PROMPTS
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The Building Blocks of Engineering

2) Electrical Engineer – responsible for practical applications of electrical
energy, to power appliances, design and operate different mechanical
systems and produce and distribute electrical power. An electrical engineer
might design your computer, work for Verizon Wireless, or be designing a
new power plant in your neighborhood.
3) Mechanical Engineer- responsible for making things move! Any operation
requiring mechanical energy is within the purview of a mechanical engineer.
Bikes, cars, trains, buses, airplanes, boats, etc.… mechanical engineers rely
heavily on math and physics to harness mechanical energy.
4) Civil Engineers – responsible for building and maintaining bridges, roads,
and other architectural structures. Civil engineers will often work in
construction or land developing.

The job of a systems engineer is as follows:
A systems engineer is a team leader. Often a project will need more than one
specialized engineer working on it. One engineer will wire the Segway, another
will make the wheels spin twice as fast as the previous model, while a third will
make sure the materials used leaves a very small carbon footprint. The systems
engineer makes sure that all the components created by different engineers will be
able to work together, safely, and within budget.
The job of the designer is as follows:
A designer oversees appeal. Designers and art are important to engineering, and
some consider them a necessary component to solving a problem properly.
However, a designer does not have the burden of making a functioning solutionthat is the engineer’s job. A designer needs to create design elements that will give
the item/solution marketable value.

BASED OFF TEXTBOOK READING

▶▶ W
 hat is an engineer? Engineers are scientists
who sovles problems and create new products
to better people’s lives.
▶▶ D
 o you know any electricians, mechanics, or
architects?These are all kinds of engineers
▶▶ W
 ho is responsible for creating a new candy
flavor? A chemical engineer.
▶▶ W
 ho do you think designs bridges and does
the math to make sure that the bridge does
not collapse under the weight of many cars
and trucks? A civil engineer.
▶▶ W
 ho figures out how to create new electrical
components? A chemical engineer.
Discuss with students how they know or have
heard of many kinds of engineering jobs –
not every engineer works in a factory! Many
engineers work with their hands to create or build
things to help people. Here are some examples of
engineers or jobs closely related to engineering
that you may have heard of.
▶▶ Chemical Engineer
• Pharmacologist (makes medicine)
• Chemist (researches and experiments with
chemicals)
▶▶ Mechanical Engineer
• Mechanic
• Plane Technician
• Rocket Scientist
▶▶ Civil Engineer
• architect
• contractor

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF ENGINEERING
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AS STUDENTS ARE READING THE TEXTBOOK:

Challenge students to search through the text
and name at least two jobs for each kind of
engineer. Students can find the answers on the
colorful chart, or by reading through the text.
▶▶ Chemical Engineer
• Medicine
• Plastic
• Soap
▶▶ Mechanical Engineer
• Motor
• Car
▶▶ Civil Engineer
• Bridge
• Tower
▶▶ Electrical Engineer
• Cell phone
• Computer
• Robot

TAKEAWAY:
• An engineer is a problem solver.
•	The four main kinds of engineers
are chemical, civil, electrical and
mechanical engineers
•	A systems engineer is a leader who
ensures that all the engineers on the
project collaborate effectively.
•	A designer will make sure that a
product has appeal and looks good.

▶▶ Electrical Engineer
• computer scientist
• app developer
• electrician
STEM TROOPERS CURRICULUM: LEVEL 5
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GROUP WORKSHEET:
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The Building Blocks of Engineering
LESSON 1: SESSION 1
GROUP WORKSHEET

BB

Main Branches of Engineering
The Essence of engineering can be stated very simply: Problem Solving.

LESSON 1.1 WRAP-UP:
You might want to bring up some sub-categories of
engineering disciplines/specialties with your stduents
such as:
•	
Biomedical Engineers who might create
prosthetics (Kind of mechanical engineer)

Houston-we have a problem!!
SOS! The Amazing Adventure Park has called down your team of engineers to help them- a group
of kids got stuck upside down on the roller coaster!! Below is a list of tasks necessary for saving the
kids and fixing the ride.
Your job is to correctly assign the tasks to each of the following people:

1. civil engineer

2. electrical engineer

3.chemical engineer

4. mechanical engineer

5. systems engineer

6. designer

Next to each task, write the name of the engineer who would
perform that task:
1. creating a safe-landing pad for the kids in case they fall

_______________

2. making sure the landing pad is waterproof and nonflammable

_______________

3. building a ladder tall enough to reach the kids

_______________

• Agricultural Engineers who may work in
creating new irrigation systems (This is a kind of
civil engineer)
•	
Aerospace Engineers who might work on rocket
ships, fuel, and space stations (This is a kind of
mechanical engineer)
• Environmental Engineers who might work on
ways to reduce pollution (This is a kind of chemical
engineer)

4. adding wheels to the ladder in order to roll it under the roller coaster _______________
5. rewiring the computer that controls the ride

_______________

6. making sure none of the wheels on the ride are twisted or off the track _______________
7. developing a medicine to rid the kids of nausea once they come off

_______________

8. making sure the landing pad has a hole in the middle for the ladder

_______________

9. making sure the ladder doesn’t look scary and looks fun for the kids _______________
10. creating a tool that can rip through the seatbelts easily to release the kids _______________

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF ENGINEERING
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LESSON 1.2 EXPERIMENT

Emergency Light-Up Signs

Emergency Light-Up Signs

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Prepare the Materials for this Activity:
▶▶ Straws

LESSON STRUCTURE

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Practice with the materials to identify how to correctly
connect the battery and the LED. It is important that the
longer end of the LED be touching the positive end of the
battery, and that the shorter end of the LED be touching
the negative end of the battery.

▶▶ LEDs
▶▶ Button Batteries
				
			
MAIN IDEA:

The goal of this lesson is to introduce
students to the topic of engineering
by asking them to solve a real-life
problem. Students will see that
engineering is about thinking skills and
applying knowledge in order to build
a solution to a problem. In this lesson,
students will be asked to construct an
emergency sign with the house number
of a street address for paramedics to
see at night.

↑		

positive end

↑

negative end

An LED is a Light Emitting Diode, a small device that
shines light when electricity passes through it. The LED will
only light up when connected properly. You can figure out
which end is the positive end of the diode either by trial
and error, or by identifying the end that is slightly longer.
Every battery has two ends, a positive end and a negative
end. If you connect the two ends of the battery with a
conductor, a material that allows the electrons to flow
through it, such as metal, the electrons will flow from
the negative end of the battery to the positive end of
the battery. The LED will act as a conductor and allow the
electricity to move through it, which will light the LED up.
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Introduce the Challenge: (5 minutes)

THE CHALLENGE
A few friends are gathered after school to work
on a science fair project. It’s dark outside when
Jeremy cuts his finger open with the razor blade
meant to cut shapes out of the model airplane. You
quickly put some pressure on the wound and call
the paramedics; thankfully, they are on their way.
However, five minutes later you realize that since
it is dark outside, even though you told them that
you live at 11 Elm Street, the paramedics will have
no way of knowing which house is yours! Use the
materials below to construct an emergency sign to
help the paramedics find you. Hurry!
Read the challenge with students and shut the
classroom lights off. Explain to students that
there is a time limit-they have only 10 minutes
with which to create an emergency light up sign.
This will create a sense of urgency and motivate
students.
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Small
Group Project Based Learning:

(15 minutes)

▶▶ Divide students into small groups
▶▶ A
 sk students to brainstorm and then sketch
their best solution
▶▶ Distribute Materials to each group
• 2-4 plastic straws
• 2 three volt batteries
• 2-4 colored LEDs
Allow students to build their best solutions
3

Review
of Solutions and Class

Reflection: (10 minutes)

▶▶ Allow students to showcase their designs
▶▶ H
 ave students reflect on how they can improve
their designs
▶▶ Have the students complete the exit quiz

Students can place the LEDs into a straw to maximize the
glow, and create a light up sign. Students may choose
to fashion an “11” out of the straws, or come up with
another idea such as using emergency colors (red and
white) to attract attention.
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LESSON 1: SESSION 2
LAB ACTIVITY

BB

The Situation:
A few friends are gathered after school to work on a science fair project. It’s dark outside
when Jeremy cuts his finger open with the razor blade meant to cut shapes out of the model
airplane. You quickly put some pressure on the wound and call the paramedics; thankfully,
they are on their way. However, five minutes later you realize that since it is dark outside,
even though you told them that you live at 11 Elm Street, the paramedics will have no way of
knowing which house is yours! Use the materials below to construct an emergency sign to
help the paramedics find you. Hurry!

The materials:
2 plastic straws
2 three volt batteries
2 colored LEDs
tape

The solution:

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF ENGINEERING
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